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There is an easier way! 
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Case:  

Severe calcification in LAD 



Pre CAG 



Pre CAG 

How should you treat  

this lesion? 



Severe calcification 

Rotablator?  

Good and reasonable option 
 

Large guide catheter is needed.  

Original complication; slow/no flow, bur stuck,  

high cost? 
 

CABG? 

Open surgery; might be performed CABG to  

the only one vessel lesion? 



Scoring balloon 

Especially Lacrosse NSE; good option!! 

Relatively easy, and low cost 

At our hospital, we treat all the  

severe calcification lesion by  

Lacrosse NSE with  

Leopard Crawl technique!! 

Severe calcification 



Lacrosse NSE : Element 

3 elements 

The Elements are attached at the Distal and Proximal ends only 



Lacrosse NSE : Element 

The triangular shape of the NSE element provides for the greatest 

concentration of force to create a cracking effect. 

NSE 



The elements are connected beyond the distal  

(and proximal location) of the balloon. 

Even when the balloon is not 

able to advance to target 

lesion, it is considered that 

the elements provide a 

wedge that formulate a 

cracking effect. 



Leopard crawl 

The wedge 

shape provides  

a gap to allow 

the catheter to 

advance 



Flow chart of Leopard Crawl Technique 

1. Calcified lesion 

2. Advance NSE catheter to lesion location 

3. Dilate NSE at calcified lesion. 

    Repeat Step 2 and 3 until catheter is advanced distally 

4. Scoring of calcification facilitates catheter advancement 

5. Fully dilate lesion with NSE 

6. Scoring effect throughout full length of calcified lesion 



Cutting balloon 

Blade 

The blade component is shorter  

than the balloon 

Whether 

leopard crawl 

can be utilized 

relies on the 

re-wrapping of 

the balloon 



Post-deflation of various balloons 

ScoreFlex 

Flextome 

 Cutting 

Lacrosse NSE 

Powered  

Lacrosse 



Pre Lacrosse NSE Post Lacrosse NSE 

The design of Lacrosse NSE provides for the 

easiest catheter advancement through calcified 

lesions as well as having the greatest cracking 

functionality. 



Case 1:  

Diffuse, severely calcified lesion 













Pre PCI 



IVUS 





NSE leopard crawl ①; 2.25mm@4-6atm 



NSE leopard crawl ② 



NSE leopard crawl ③ 



NSE leopard crawl ④ 



NSE leopard crawl ⑤ 



NSE post inflation push test 



NSE post inflation IVUS 





; crack 

Pre NSE Post NSE 



Stent （Xience V 3.5*28mm) 



Stent （Xience 3.5*28mm) 



Additional post NSE inflation  Stent②; LAO caudal 



Final CAG 



Final IVUS 



Case 4:  

Late 80’s yr old female 

LAD mid (#6-7) with severe calcified  

Approach:  6F TRI   

GC:   Heart-rail2 BL3.5  GW: Sion blue 

Diagnosis:  dyspnea on exertion 

Risk factors:  hypertension 

Previous history: stroke 



MDCT 



Pre CAG: RAO cranial 



Pre IVUS; unable to cross 



Lacrosse NSEα 2.25mm@4-6atm 



Lacrosse NSE; leopard crawl 



Lacrosse NSEα; distal 



Lacrosse NSE： high pressure inflation at proximal @14atm 



Push test of NSE 



Re-inflation of location that had resistance @16atm 



Repeated push test 



IVUS 



IVUS post NSE dilatation 



NOBORI implantation 2.5*28mm @12atm 



Angiogram post implantation 



Post dilatation Hiryu 2.75@18atm 



CAG post POBA inflation 



IVUS 2: post NSE 



Final IVUS 



Final IVUS 



Final CAG; RAO cranial 



Case 7:  

How effective is NSE  

for calcified lesions? 

 



MDCT 



MDCT2 



Pre CAG 



Pre OFDI 



NSE 2.25mm leopard crawl 1 



NSE 2.25mm leopard crawl 2 



Post NSE 



Post Stent 



Final CAG 



Leopard crawl using Lacrosse NSE.   

Pre-dilatation of a calcified lesion 
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Conclusion 

 Severely calcified lesions: issues with problematic stent delivery and under-

expansion occur often.   

 Given the mechanism of stent expansion, it is considered that creating a cracking 

effect in at least 2 locations is important.  

 Create a creating effect with a scoring balloon catheter (Rotablator thins out the 

calcification).  

 The design of Lacrosse NSE provides for distal inflation that facilitates the 

leopard crawl technique.  The profile of cutting balloon, similar to conventional 

balloons, becomes enlarged upon inflation.  

 Use of other scoring balloons is less effective in generating multiple cracking 

effects.  

 Double wire technique is feasible: various delivery techniques can be utilized.  

 Considering the distribution of calcification by using MDCT as well as wire bias, 

cracking can be created safely (process of sizing and inflation method).   



Thank you for your attention. 


